
 

Coaching Agreement and Terms Contract 

This coaching agreement between “Find My Road Coaching” and [CLIENT NAME] will begin 
on [DATE AND TIME] at the rate of [$ - TBD]. 

Four sessions are included in one Coaching Agreement. Sessions will be conducted by phone 
or Skype if you prefer and last approximately 30-45 minutes. You can call me at 
831-531-7550 for all sessions unless we agree on a different number prior to the session. 

Cancellation 
You can cancel your Coaching Agreement at anytime and get a full refund for any 
unused session(s) left in your current signed Coaching Agreement. 

Please let me know if you need to change your date/time at least 24 hours in advance of the 
arranged meeting time. Failure to notify within this time period (barring an unforeseen 
personal crisis or tragedy) will result in the client being charged for the missed session. 

Service Provided 
The service to be provided is coaching, which is not advice, therapy, or counseling and 
may address specific personal projects, business successes, or general conditions of the 
client's life or profession. You are receiving services from: 

Find My Road Coaching Yousef Parvizi 
http://www.findmyroad.com 
coachingbayarea@gmail.com 
831-531-7550 

Confidentiality 
As your Professional Coach for Life and Work, all information provided by you will be kept 
strictly confidential as allowed by law. 

If you believe that coaching is not working as desired, you will immediately communicate 
your concerns to me and we both will take action to remedy the situation. 

I,                            , hereby certify that I do not suffer from any physical or mental 
disability that might affect my participation in the coaching process and, if I have any 
substance abuse problem or mental illness, I have consulted with my physician and other 
healthcare professional and been advised that I may participate in the coaching process 
without risk. I agree that if there is any change in the representation, I will promptly advise 
the coach. 

I agree that, in the event of any claim or grievance by me against Find My Road Coaching, my 
sole remedy will be the return of the fees paid to Find My Road Coaching for any unused 
coaching sessions. 

Find My Road Coaching is not responsible for any direct, indirect, incidental, or 
consequential damages. 
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I understand that this document contains all of the information given to me by Find My Road 
Coaching and all other representations or statements are superseded by this document. 

Our signatures on this agreement indicate a full understanding of an agreement with the 
information outlined above. 

Client (print name):   
  
Client Signature:                                                  Date:   

Coach: Yousef Parvizi 

Coach Signature:                                                    Date:  
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